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Year-to-Year Sales

It is Getting Hot Outside and so is Our Real
Estate Market.
2nd Quarter Highlights:
•

2018’s 2nd Quarter reflected the steady demand from buyers in our market with 5,246
homes selling in El Paso County. This is a little less than 2017’s 2nd Quarter of 5,365
home sales. This does not reflect reduced demand, as much as it highlights the lack of
supply. With a steadily increasing median home price, there are fewer homes coming
into the market at a price that first-time homebuyers can afford.

•

U.S. News & World Report ranked Colorado Springs as #2 in their 2018 Best Places to Live
report. In 2017 it ranked #11. Much of this they attribute to the low cost of living, the
low unemployment rate, and the variety of recreation and entertainment options. This
demand amongst buyers continues to fuel our market. Last year a home stayed on the
market for an average of 25 days during the 2nd Quarter. This year that time has been
cut by 12% with homes selling after 22 days on average.

•

Along with increased sales volume and an increased pace, the median home price has
increased by nearly 13% from 2017 to 2018. Only a year ago at this time it was $269,000
and has rocketed to $304,000. This has reduced the amount of affordable housing
available to first-time homebuyers. As the market has steadily heated up, homebuyers
and investors alike have reassessed what it takes to be a competitive buyer.

Days on Market

Median Sale Price

Statistical Summary
Reduced inventory and the subsequent increase in home prices has made affordable housing
a challenge to find for first-time homebuyers. Engaging an experienced Realtor will aid them
in reevaluating what they can bring to the table to make their offer stand out against the
melee of competing offers, let alone the cash offers coming to the table. Our heating market
has required investors to increase their spending limits as well, desperate to add rental
properties to their portfolios.

Key Transactions
Address

Area

Size (SF)

Sold Price

Days on Market

4040 Saunderton Grove

Cathedral Pines

13,575

$2,200,000

379

2934 Carriage Manor Point

Broadmoor

4,582

$1,750,000

273

1270 Mesa Avenue

Broadmoor

8,857

$1,720,000

9

* Transaction Represented by QRG
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Sellers are also feeling the heat as they may not have sold previous homes in such a competitive market. This is another reason to have the
expertise of a Realtor to discern the stronger buyers from the weaker buyers and reduce the likelihood of a contract falling apart down the line.
Scott Cohn of CNBC in his MSN.com article 7.10.18 discussed these stress points being manifest in several hot markets across the country. “Not
only are buyers being forced to chase after soaring prices, but sellers are forced to navigate so many competing offers in such a short period
of time that they cannot always tell whether they are getting a fair price. And then the sellers become buyers in the same stressful market.
The stress is also affecting (real estate brokers) in the process… as they try to manage expectations on both sides of the deal. Even real estate
appraisers face challenges as they try to value properties based on comparable sales in the neighborhood at a time when comparisons are
changing almost by the minute.”

As hot as our market is, there continue to be properties that are great values. Working with a Realtor who knows the trends in the El
Paso County markets is a buyer’s and seller’s best approach to navigate these fast-moving waters. Rather than be intimidated by the
speed at which our market is moving forward, we should recognize the opportunities that are being made available and prepare and
act accordingly.
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LAND TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Paper Lot: A paper lot refers to a residential or commercial lot that has
received all necessary municipality approvals, (i.e. masterplan, zoning
and engineering) to begin installing services (sewer, water and electric)
and hardscape (curb, gutter and paving) for finished lots. Typically the
platting fees have been paid to the municipality to provide services to
the paper lots.
Finished Lot: Typically, a finished lot refers to a residential or commercial lot that has received all necessary municipality approvals and all of
the on-site improvements (i.e. curb, gutter, sewer and water stubs, etc.)
have been completed for a home to be constructed, sometimes referred
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to as “permit ready”. The individual or home building company will
still be responsible for the final grading of the home and municipality fees that are due when the permit is pulled, (i.e. water and sewer,
application fee, etc).

On-Site Improvements: On-site improvements are the constructed improvements within the boundaries of the property which benefit only
that property and include services (i.e. sewer, water and electric, etc.)
and hardscape (i.e. curb, gutter and paving, etc.) for finished lots.

Off-Site Infrastructure: Refers to infrastructure (water, sewer, drainage,
curb, gutter and paving, etc.) that may be required by the approving
municipality to be constructed “off-site” of the actual parcel as part
of approval process for the actual development parcels. This is very
typical in many fast growing areas to assist municipalities in sharing
costs of infrastructure with the developers of numerous properties that
benefit from the improvements.

* Quantum Commercial Group Inc. (QCG) & CoStar may revise reported
quarterly and final year-end figures. Reproduction in whole or part is
permitted only with the written consent. Some of the data in this report
has been gathered from third party sources and has not been independently verified by Quantum Commercial Group makes no warranties or
representations as to the completeness or accuracy thereof.
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